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Besides the name God, in current and history past, God was known by
many names, Allah, Theos, Dios, Sire, Prussa, just to name a few.
For the record, I am that of a believer of God. In writing writings such
as this, I find myself at odds as I attempt to not write as I, but as to
that for humanity.
For over a half century I had many a question about God that went
unanswered, only recently have I realized those answer are found
within I.
Rest assured; I do not walk on water unless it is frozen and I definitely
cannot part even the waters in my washtub unless one adds a few cases
of gelatin. God has given each the capability to adapt and overcome the
daily trials and tribulations of life. We just need to seek from within, for
that is where the wisdom of God derives.
As written in Idiom’s Riddles, God is that God is and we are that we are
with Gods power within. I was told this day by one who read one of my
writings that I was a prophet and had been touched by God. Each in
themselves is a prophet if one teaches and each is touched by God from
within. The choice is up to the one. For the most of my life, and I
assume many others; have heard many a plea for God to intervene. As
we each have God within, God need not arrive for he has always been
within and intervention would be that done by the one.
One must learn to learn from the wisdom of God that resides in each.
The reading of written words and speaking of these words without
knowing is a prelude to understanding, and when that understanding
occurs, you will understand the power of God, I did.
If I have offended anyone, I apologize from within.

